Minutes

1. Approval of March and April minutes: not approved – no quorum

2. Admissions debrief—around the table

   ORIE – similar as last year, no notable increase in applications; pushed the deadline up by 6 weeks to Dec. 1; 30-40% of the incoming students are domestic. 80 acceptances
   BME – 93 acceptances, goal is 100; $200 deposit, 10% attrition in yield, a lot of transfers from MS/PhD
   MAE – 75 acceptances; $500 deposit
   MSE – 4-5 accepts; typical year; a lot of MSE UG applied to ORIE; this year, MS students are down (5 now vs. 10 in previous years)
   CEE/Eng. Management – 20-25 applicants transferred from MS; 120 accepts; $500 deposit
   Systems DL– changed strategy to use eCornell but unhappy with the results—no students were recruited through this marketing channel. Systems on campus – similar as last year.


4. Dual Degree issues resolved—update

5. Inabsentia approvals—requests will be submitted to the MEC Academic subcommittee for review; the Engineering Registrar will administer the process.

6. Other announcements